




















No Rescues from the Consequences  (Jim Fay)

Do your kids make enough mistakes? I'm afraid not. Most kids need to make a lot more mistakes

while they are young and while the consequences for those mistakes are small. We all know that

the cost of making bad decisions grows with the age of kids.

One of the important core beliefs of Love and Logic is that every childhood mistake can be a 
learning experience  provided there is no rescue from the consequences. When mistakes are 
handled with empathy and consequences  kids develop an internal voice that says, "I wonder how
my next decision will affect  me?"

This is the gift of Love and Logic.

One mother said it this way, "Far better that my child totals  her tricycle when she's little. If I
protect  her from that she'll be more likely to total the family car."

Staying in the Love and Logic Habit (Charles Fay)

It's easy to get out of the Love and Logic "habit" with our kids.

It happens to the best of us.

Here's the good news! You don't have to be a perfect  parent to raise a great kid.

There's more good news! Listed  below are some practical tips for remembering your skills.

Tip #1: Keep it simple.

Pick just one "Love and Logic One-Liner" to neutralize arguing.  Pick just one "Empathetic
Statement."

Tip #2: Plan ahead by writing down what you will say.

Write  down the actual choices, enforceable  statements,  one liner, etc., ahead of time. Tape these 

to your bathroom  mirror.

Tip #3: Learn only one or two new choices, enforceable  statements,  etc. at a time.

Tip #4: As you are falling asleep each night, visualize yourself  using your skills.

Tip #5: Listen to your Love and Logic audios over and over.

The average person must listen to the same audio six to eight times before he/she really knows it

well.


